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Lesson: Comparative and Superlative Adjectives

Comparative Adjectives
Comparative adjectives are used to compare differences between two objects they describe. They are
used in sentences where there are two nouns are compared, often with the word “than”.
If it is clear from context, the second item of comparison can be omitted (see Example 3)
Structure: Noun (Subject) + Verb + Comparative adjective + than + noun (Object)
Example 1:
Ethan
Subject

eats
Verb

“Ethan eats faster than Annie.”
faster
Comparative Adjective

Example 2:
Yoda
Subject

is
verb

“Yoda is older than all other Jedi”
older
than
comparative Adjective
than

than
than

Annie.
object.

All other Jedi
(adjective) object

“Qui Gon and Obi Wan are both Jedi, but Seth likes Obi Wan better”

Example 3:

Superlative Adjectives
Superlative adjectives are used to describe an object at the upper or lower limit of a quality. They are
used in sentences where a subject is compared to a group of objects
Again, if it is clear from context, the group that is being compared can be omitted (see example)
Structure: Noun (subject) + verb + the + superlative adjective + noun (object)

is
verb

“Boss Nass is the biggest gungan on planet Naboo”
the biggest
gungan
on
planet Naboo
superlative adjective
object

Example 2:
This
Subject

is
verb

“This is the fastest podracer I have ever seen!”
the fastest
podracer
I have ever seen!”
superlative adjective
object

Example 3:
Darth Maul
Subject

“Darth Maul ignited the coolest lightsaber”
ignited
the coolest
lightsaber
verb
superlative adjective
object

Example 1:
Boss Nass
Subject

Example 4: “
We all
shot
Subject
verb

“We all shot our blasters simultaneously. Mine was shot the quickest”
our blasters simultaneously. Mine was shot the
quickest
object
adverb
Superlative adjective
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Look at this chart for general rules on most adjectives.

One Syllable

Example: Boba Fett best bounty
hunter. He is the most dangerous
bounty hunter in the galaxy. He is
not the nicest, smartest, or
biggest bounty hunter, but he is
the deadliest.

Adjective Comparative
-er
Fast
Faster
Young
Younger

Superlative
-est
Fastest
Youngest

Nice
Strange

-r
Nicer
Stranger

-st
Nicest
Strangest

Big
hot

Double last consonant and
add -er
Bigger
Hotter

Double last consonant and
add -est
Biggest
Hottest

Two syllables ending in -y

Happy
crazy

Remove -y and add -ier
Happier
Crazier

Remove -y and add -iest
Happiest
Craziest

Two or More syllables

Famous
Beautiful

Put More before the word
More famous
More beautiful

Put the most before the word
The most famous
The most beautiful

Good
Bad

Better
Worse

The Best
The worst

One syllable ending in -e

One syllable consonant + short
vowel + consonant

Common exceptions
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Homework:
Part 1: In each (parentheses) there is a word, use the correct superlative or comparative adjective form
of the word in (parentheses)

1. Yoda is __________________ (smart) than a battle droid.
2. Dart Vader is __________________ (dangerous) than C-3P0.
3. Chewbacca is __________________ (hairy) character in Star Wars.
4. Palpatine is __________________(tough) than Mace Windu
5. Padme is __________________ (old) than Anakin
6. Tattoine is one of the __________________ (hot) places in the galaxy
7. Naboo is much __________________(quiet) than Coruscant.
8. Yoda is the __________________(wise) in Star Wars.
9. Star Wars is more __________________ (interest) than news channels
10. Anakin is the __________________(swift) in the Podracing competition.
Part 2: Choose the right form of the adjective:
1. C-3PO is more tall/taller than R2-D2
2. Yoda is the best/better Jedi master of all!
3. Queen Amidala is more beautiful/beautifuler than Jar Jar Binks
4. Anakin is younger/more younger than Padme Naberrie
5. Senator Palpatine is more clever/cleverer than Qui Gon Jinn
6. Gungans are faster/fastest than the Jedi at swimming
7. Battle Droids are the dumber/dumbest robots in Episode I
8. The Jedi Order are older/more old than the Sith Order
9. Naboo is a more peaceful/peacer place than Coruscant
10. Pod Racers are dangerouser/more dangerous than a starship
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